Cold Stone Jug
herman charles bosman, cold stone jug: introduction - autobiographical account of his prison
experience, cold stone jug, which was published in 1949. herman charles bosman was born 1905 in kulis river,
a small village east of cape town. on his mother’s side, he was born into a wealthy and one of the most
influential afrikaner families in south africa. herman charles bosman, cold stone jug: annotated
bibliography - herman charles bosman, cold stone jug: annotated bibliography gray, stephen. life sentence: a
biography of herman charles bosman. cape town & pretoria: human & rousseau, 2005. this book is a
comprehensive, detailed and well-researched account of bosman’s life autobiography and fiction in cold
stone jug 1 - suggest it would be cathartic to write about the prison experience. cold stone jug is the fruit of
that suggestion. in recent years, attention has been paid to autobiography as a genre in its own right and it is
appropriate, therefore, to focus on cold stone jug in relation to this category of writing. bakhtin's
“carnivalesque” and bosman's cold stone jug - cold stone jug by the fact that there are two condemned
men in the condemned cell. one is the narrator, the other is stoffels; one is to be executed, the other to be
reprieved. while in the condemned cell the narrator and stoffels make a pastime out of mocking the warder. it
is significant that the narrator gives the warder the nickname clown. the stone jug schoolhouse - bedford
historical society - the stone jug schoolhouse . by christina rae, assistant to the bedford town historian . the
one-room “stone jug” schoolhouse on the bedford green was built in 1829 and served the children of the
district for eighty-three years. its origins can be traced to an 1826 meeting of the valerie rosenberg
collection on herman charles bosman b38 - valerie rosenberg collection on herman charles bosman b38
inventory uj library special collections ... valerie rosenberg collection on herman charles bosman . 3 short
biography of herman charles bosman ... in 1930 after serving four and a half years. his semi-autobiographical
book, cold stone jug, resulted from his prison experiences. south african prison literature - university of
calgary - south african prison literature 63 these details are harrowing enough in cold stone jug, in spite of the
possible comfort to some that in this manner society rids itself of murderers. when we find the same details,
sometimes fuller and more visceral, in the writing of former political prison ers, they become unbearable.
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